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TITLE: TRANSITION INDUCED NORMAL FORCES AND THEIR

EFFECTS ON THE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

OF SLENDER SHARP CONES
AUTHOR: Lou Hongtian

ABSTRACT When boundary layers transition, whether or

not one has the appearance of induced normal aerodynamic

loads is a very significant question. This article

introduces static aerodynamic force experiments and dynamic

aerodynamic force experiments which were completed in

hypersonic wind tunnels. They experimentally verify the

existence of this type of load in normal directions. It is

created by the asymmetrical nature of boundary layer

transitions. In conjunction with this, they have clear and

regular influences on the aerodynamic characteristics of

long slender cones.
KEY TERMS Boundary Layer Transition, Reynolds Number,

AerodYnamic Test; Induced Normal Force

SYM4BOLS

Cm, C '--Pitch moment of force coefficient and its
m ma

derivative. The latter verifies pitch static stability

characteristics. The reference length is d. C q +

m -- Pitch dampiing coefficient. Verifies pitch dynamic

stability characteristics. CN, C N--Normal force

coefficient and its derivative. d--Model base radius.

L--Model axial length. MMI,,M;, -- Pitch moment of

force as well as its nonviscous amount and transition

induced amount. M.f, -- Mach number and, free flow Mach

number. N 1 N,.,N:; -- Normal force, nonviscous normal

focce, and transition induced normal focce. Re,

R - -- Reynolds number and free flow Reynoldsej.

number taking the model length to be the characteristic

dimension. X,,T--Axial distance calculated starting from
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the tip of the cone and its ratio with L. X

x -- Locacion of given center of mass or location of

center of uibration, ard location of c-.nter of press-ice. a:

A--Angle of attack and rate of tilne change. 0.

c(illegible)--Model half cone angle. i--Frequency of

reduction or decrement.

I. INTRODUCTION

When fluids flow past solid wall surfaces, they will

produce boundary layers. The transition of boundafy layers
from11 lam~infar , fl. % ' 5ý- .I:-413 itOI ;:;I.- t 1 r I e t , Ic.)w t-t'- S is . n

imnportant and complicated problen in fluid mechanics. Since

1883, when Reynolds discovered the phenomenon of transition,

a good number of scientists have worked on research into the

problem of tcansition. Going through the work of 55
de,7r1opnent in three areis, that is, research into the

mechnaisnis of transition and its phenomenology, as well as

technology for controling the processes of tranistion
doveloL)ment, the three of thnm adre coinplenentary to each

other's growth. Besides this, development was also done on
methods to display transition phenomena and measure them

Precisely.

The discovery and reduction to quantitative

measurements of such flow movement phenomena as precisely

detecrnined cciteria for transition, increases in friction
forces on the surfaces of objects after transition, and

increases in the rates of heat conduction, have already
produced v-ýry great influences on the aerodynamic design of

flight vehicles, structural design, and trajectory

calculations. However, transition's normal loads on the
surface of objects as well as the aerodynamic

characteristics related to it, such as, normal forces
moments of pitch forces, the location of centers of



,.:-eure, and pitch aerodynamic (]iiping, as well as other

similar forces, still have a good deal of work which has not

yet been carried out on them.

When we went through the use of dynamic testing

technology in e.w'h•rij the influences of Reynolds numbers

on static and dyna-nic pitch stbility coila.:iliics •e

obtained the influences of bounda.ry layr transition on

stability parameters of = 100 sharp cones and base

pressure coefficients [1]. This clearly shows that, when

Re numbers are relatively low, and transitions
e~ilegibe)

.jre located on the rear body obj.ct surfaces of long

'3tene." cones, transitions cause pitch dam•pjng to diond, -nd

static stability chaýactelristics increAse. When Re
numbers are very high, the location of transition is close

to cone tips, ind the lar-gest parts of object surfaces are

controled by turbulent flow statas, static and dynamic

stability characteristics almost no longer follow Re in

their changes.

As far as the causes for the appearance of this type of

phenomena are concerned: j.t iS Y-ecognized that they are the

existence, in transition areas, of a transition induced

normal force with a direction opposite to nonviscous normal

forces

With regard to the concept of transition induced normal

forces, it was first seen in Ericsson's article[ 2 1 . In

the 1960's, the American Ward and others, at the Anode

(phonetic) Engineering Development Center's Feng Kamen

Laboratory, went through the discovery of the phenomenon

that back body transition causes an increase in pitch

damping associated with long slender cones. In conjunction

with this, it was verified by the laboratories of

Uselten[3 1 , Olmsted [4, East[5] , and other similar

people. Ericcson, in analyzing the causes for the

appearance of this type of phenomenon, pointed out that this
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is due to the fact that the transitions oE laninac layers

associated with long slender cones in states at anglis of

attack are asymmetrical, and that is the reason. The
leewarc] surfaces of laminar flows, under the actions of

lateral Flow effects and due to accumulations associated
with low energy flows, have relatively bad stability

characteristics and easily transition. The transition

locations are leading in front of the transition locations

associated with surfaces ,eating the wind. At small angles

of attack, (tests verify it at approximately a < 40), the
leading amount is almost in direct proportion with the angle

of attack, This is nothing else than what is called
[41.isyŽ-'-netcical transition[4. The boundary layer

displacement thicknesses associated with turbulent flow
object surfaces are thicker relative to the states for

laminar flows. When angles of attack are relatively small,

the effective aerodynamic outside shapes of long slender

cones are capable of being simplified into a double cone

solid. Its conic surface is formed by the surface of
displacement, as is shown in Fig.l. As far as pressure

integrals in normal directions for the surface planes of

objects with the outside shapes in question are concerned,
they are appropriate to the transition induced normal force
NL which is added in an opposite direction onto the
tr

nonviscous normal forces Nin associated with the original

long slender cone (not figuring the influence of laminar

flow boundary layers).

When angles of attack are small, due to the fact that

angular displacements of turbulent flow displacement

surfaces relative to the original laminar flow displacement
surfaces on the surfaces meeting the wind, the leeward

slurfaces, and, as a result, on the other maeridian surfaces,

are almost equal to each other, as a result of it, the

amounts of the pressure increases given rise to by

transition in most areas are capable of mutually canceling
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each other out. The actions of aerodynamnic asymmetry, in

actuality, only exist on a section of the cone surface in

the vicinity of the transtion area (for example, the

shadowed area in Fig.l). As a e'esilt o': this. transition

induced normal forces also are certainly in the transition

area.

Because of this, it is not difficult to understand that

the moment of additional forces lifting the nose, which is

supplied by the rear body transition, causes the conic body

pitch static stability characteristics to drop. Due to the

fact that dynamic models have pitch atitude motions with

winding epicenters, boundary layers set up show the

appearance of hysterisis lagging effects. The additional

moment of forces lifting the nose or pitching moment coupled

with attitude moitions produce damping effects, causing the

dynamic pitch stability characteristics of the conic body to

increase. When the forward body transitions, what it

supplies is an additional moment of forces lowering the

nose. Causing the static stability characteristics to

increase drops the dynamic stability characteristics. When

Lh•-1 Lrtrasition Dno\es to the vicinity of the tip of the cone:

the asymmetrical transition effects are very small. As a

result of this, static and dynamic stability characteristics

no longer follow changes in Re as they alter. This

approach explains very well the dynamic experimental results

of Reference [1].

I NI. 2

Fig.l The Concept of Transition Induced Normal Forces (1)
Turbulent Flow Displacement Surface (2) Area of
Aerodynamic Asymmetry (3) Laminar Flow DLsplacemant
Surface (4) Transition Line
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However, it should be pointed out that Ward and other
•i.dlar peynile obtained experimnental results for tile

-;::bility characteristics of long slender cones •A- they

varied along with changes in Re numbers and they showed

almost no appearance of the influence of the asymmetrical

characteristics of Eorwacd body transition. Also, what was 56

lacking in even more powerful experimental results in order

to verify this type of change was precisely ones _iven rise
to by asymmetrical transitions. (Note: "Forward" and

"back" take as their division the center of mass of the

flight vehicle or epicenter or center of vibration of

dynamic models.) In conjunction with this, using tests to
verify the actual existence of this type of tranistion

induced normal force had, as a result, the fact that the

concept of transition induced normal forces has still not

received adequate attention and obtained universal

acceptance.
In order to verify the actual existence of transition

induced normal forces, in conjunction with the fact that

they are actually given rise to by asymlet"rical transition,
's well as to study the effects of the induced normal forces

in question on related aerodynamic parameters, we designed a

set of dynamic aerodynamic force experiments and obtained

thoroughly satisfying results[6 ]. This article will

introduce in relative detail the experimental equipment used

in this research as well as the experimental conditions,

experimental methods, and the results obtained, in
conjunction with which it will carry out an analysis oE

them.

All the models used in this research are right

spherical cones with 0. = 100. This is in order to

Lacilitate ,faking comparisons by using the results of

prreaious research as well as the results from the same type
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of research done outside of the country. There are two

obvious reasons to opt for the use of this model. One is

that its outside shape is the most simple. The results of

theoretical and experimental research are the most abundant.

As a result of this, in the research on aerodynamics, one

uses it in order to make standard models for utilization.

On the other hand, it is very close to the outside shape of

the hypersonic reentry body. The results of research have

important value for engineering designs.

II. STATIC EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH AND ITS RESULTS

The purpose of experiments on static aerodynamic forces

is to directly verify by eKperi~nent the existence of normal

forces induced by transition. In conjunction with this, it
is to observe characteristic pacamteters with respect to

static aerodynanic forces, such as the influences on normal
forces, moments of pitch forces, pressure centers, and so

on,

The first static experiments were completed in wind

tunnel #2 of the Beijing Aecodynamics Research Institute.
This is a supersonic-hypecsonic wind tunnel. The exit areas

of the jet tubes which are used in the experiments in
2question were 20x20 cm2. The experimental phase nominal

mach number is 5. The overall temperature TO = 383 K.
The overall pressure PO = 0.726 2.55 MP . Reynolds

numbers ,Ar:r R eL = 2.01 x 106 7.20 x 10 . Models had

a base radius of 5. 0. = 10° for a right circular cone

with a level base. It is constructed with the use of

stainless steel. The surface smoothness is V7. The main

measurement equipment is No.201 three component water cooled

strain type static aerodynamic force balances as well as the

corresponding data collection and processing equipment.
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C.

Fig.2 Diagram of Model Coordinate System and Aerodynamic
Par aine ter s

N..

or Re-. I-

N

Fig.3 Influences of La-minar Flow States on Normal Forces
(1) Turbulent Boundary Layer (2) Lamninar Boundary Layer
(3) Transition Boundary Layer (4) Region of Nonlinearity

Experimental measurements were mnade of changes in the

normal loads, axial loads, pitching moments, as well as base

section pressures of models as they followed changes in

angles of attack. The range of changes in angles of attack

Ni.



was a -2°-I0°, When angles of attack are small, the

interval Aa = 10. When a > 6°, Aa = 2°. According

to conventional intnthodA, .,tk . Ivj h:e change to a

dimensionless condition and doing the appropriate

conversions, it is possible to obtain the model's normal

force coefficient C N and coefficient C for the pitching

moment with regard to the given location for the center of

mass X.P= 0.652. The model coocdinata system as well as

the main aerodynamic parameters can be seen in the diagram

in Fig.2.

Experimental data clearly show that, when Re nuibers

are relatively low (corresponding to boundary layer

transition ori Lhe rear body), the changes in nornal force N

following a, in the vicinity of a = 00, are obviously

nonlinear. When Re numbers increase, nonlinearity is

reduced. When Re numbers are very large, one sees almost 57

no nonlinearity phenomena. Moreover, values stay close to
[7]ones calculated from nonviscous theory[. As far as

classical states, such as that in Fig.3, in which there is

nonlinearity in the vicinity of zero angles of attack, are

concerned, of course, this is drawn out in an exagerated way

in order to explain the problem. Actual nonlinearities do

not possess this type of severity. Actual data also clearly

show that it is most certainly not the case that, the lower

R ,ii:aol.brs are. the tore sevre-e nonlinearity is. On the

contrary, when R numbers are lower than a certain value,e
nonlinearity is, by contrast, reduced. We also paid

attention, in other experimental results, to the fact that,

in laminar flow states, long slender cones' N/-a curves,

although showing the existence of nonlinearity, did not,

however, show large amounts of it. As a result of this, in

the Fig., we also drew out the IN-.a curve corresponding to

laminar flow.
From Fig.3, it is not difficult to see that, with

angles of a:ttack that are the same, and, when R. numbers

are different (that is, different laninar flow states),

7



normal forces are obviously different. For exanple, we take
the nocrnal forces Eor long slender cones and see them as

being the sum, at times when there are no boundary layers,

of norcal Corces (that is, nonviscous or inviscid normal

Corces Nin) and the amount of induction associated with
Irboundary layers NL, that is:

N=N,.+N: (i

It is possible to know that the direction of the induced

quantities in question is opposite to the direction of the
inviscid normal forces. Moreover, because, within the range
of Re numbers in question, even if it is laminac flow
states that are located in control )ositiors or turbulent

flow states located in control positions, the influence of
viscosity is small in all cases. It is possible to imagine

that the induced quantities in question are primarily
induced by boundary layer, transition, that is, their

principal component is the boundacy induced quantity Nt•.
The dimensionless co•EF'cient is (CN)t.r In this way,

equation (1) is capdble of being exj)ressed as;

NLN,.+NI,' (2)

Or. using coefficients, it is cap-able of being expressed as:

CH (C.),i + (CN) 1r (3)

This just verified that, when boundary layers are in a

transtion flow state, one actually has the existence of

transtion induced normal forces which are opposite in
'irection to inviscid normal forces.

10



Normally, one uses ik-o.ly 'jiaritities with a = 0O

in order to represent the aecodynamic characteristics in the

vicinity of small angles of attack. In order to lower the

influence of probable errors, we used minimum square laws to

draft up straight lines for the various individual CN and

C.e v-lues at a = -2( - 0 , o 10, and 2o0

After that is done, one solves for the angles of attack,

obtaining the normal force coefficient derivative CIla for

zero angle of attack, and the pitching moment of force

coefficient derivative C.. as well as the pressure center

coefficient X., as obtained from the equation below for a

00=0OO

d Ce
L C,,* (4)

C Na, Cma, and Xcp change along with Re numbers

in ways that ace respectively represented in Fig.'s 4, 5,

and 6. Each data point is the arithmetic mean value of

experiments repeated twice.

From Fig.4, it is possible to know that, when R e

numbers are very low, CNa is relatively large. When Re

numbers increase, CNa drops. In conjunction with this,S106
R drops to a small value of RCL = 3.4 x 10
eL i,

Following along with continued increases in Re, CNa 58

increases, and, in conjunction with that, gradually tends

toward a constant value. This constant value is close to

the Sims theoretical value[ 7 ]. The Fig.'s in question

clearly show that Ch.'-R.L curves, in the interval of

medium range R numbers, show the existence of obviouse

valley areas. The reason for this is that there is no

relationship between inviscid values and Re numbers.

Moreover, the influences of the values of Re numbers on

;I



values at times of laminar flow states and tucbulent flow

states are also very small. Comparing Fig.3, it is not

difficult to reach the conclusion that the appearance of the

valley areas in question just hap:pen to clearly show the

existence of transition induced normal forces as well as the

rules or patterns in the changes which follow Re numbers.

I•/ ?1 m *3 SI RU
oO E I~Im eo o2xoln

1"1(~ (SJ IN! .7x-7m

a lrm (IS) 1to *@.6i

A% •R (11 £5)711 O.I7OxO@.I3on

Co. 4?- - -•• .wo A 0C.. 2.i -7NEWTON IAN (8

.1 43-

I us' (7

3I I 4 III 4 6 3 01 15 n 1

Fig.4 Changes in Normal Force Coefficient Derivatives
Following R Nutnbers (1) Symbol (2) Source (3) Time
(4) Wind Teinnel (5) Lou Hongtian (6) Zhuang Qingyun
(7) Dong Guangbiao (8) Zhuang Qingyun (9) Artificially
Fixed Transition

As far as the characteristics discussed above for

changes in normal force coefficient derivatives following

Jloig with R( are concerned, they are also verified byettCa9Cdnmclreep [9.10]
Sstatic aerody]namnic frce experiments of a similar

typ~e which were completed shortly afterwards. In order to

make comparisons, the results of them were also sketched on

the corresponding Fig. From Fig.4, it is possible to know

that ,--h•, r-• ts from the references [9.10] and the

changes in normal force coefficient derivatives which follow

Jz



along with Re numbers, in all cases, have the same type of

valley shaped characteristic as the results from our tests.

Moreover, the R numbers positioned at the bottons of thee
valleys also approach each other. This just more strongly

verifies that transition lntlced normal forces really do

exist. Also, their changes following along with R

numbers are regular.[9]
Zhuang Qingyun also, at the same time, made an

artificially fixed transition test. He, at a spot

approximately X = 0.. away from the front end of the model,

used small plastic balls with d = 0.3- 0.4 mm to create a

viscous band of roughness 5 mm wide. This makes the

boundary layer at that spot form a symmetrical transition.
The results clearly showed that the experimental values

which were obtained for normnal focrce coefficient derivatives

and very, very high or very, very low Re numberýs

approached each other. Moreover, there was a clear

diffecence fromn natural transition values with the same Renumbers. This also verified that transition induced nocrnal

forces a-e i)produced by asymmetrical transitions.

Fig.5 is experimental values for changes in coefficient

derivatives following along with R numbers. In order toe
make comparisons, also, in the same way, we sketched in the

experimental values of Zhuang Qingyun and Dong Guangbiao.

Besides this, we sketched in the results for dynamic

experiments from Reference [11 and the results from dynamic

experiments from this article.

From the Fig., it is possible.; to know that, Lroi three

wind tunnels, at different times, using diffe.rent methods

and different test measuring equipment, the data points

obtained, in all cases, regularly lay within a band of data.

This band of data clearly shows that, when Re numbers are

relatively low, the pitch stability characteristics for long

slender cones are relatively low, and, in conjunction with

13



this, one has the appearance of valley values with a ;ert.in

R number. When R numbers are relatively high,e e

stability characteristics increase, and, in conjunction with

that, one has the appearance of peak values. When Re

numbers are adequately high, stability characteristics drop.

The latter approach very closely to inviscid theoretical

values.

0 o 94:95 1980 0 0.2x 0.2m*

II ý:-(9 1981 0 o 0.170 X 0.170m'

+ 2I____1o 1982 0 00 .'m

* list 1(1 3IS0 0.009-0.012 O.2 f .2-mn

/. t91 3 101982 0.013-0.018 0.2X 0.2m2

C. - .K 13 3J I1973 0.016-0.018 0.2- 0.2-m

-0.3 F
-o.i . 1

4k? NEWTONIAN (S'

I I I I I I I I I L J
1 2 3 4 S 78910 12 15 20

R .L X 10

Fig.5 Changes in Pitch Moment of Force Coefficient
Derivatives Along With R Numbers (1) Symbol (2)
Source (3) Time (4) %ind Tunnel (5) Lou Hongtian

(6) Zhuang Qingyun (7) Dong Guangbiao (8) Zhuang Qingyun
(9) Lou Hongtian (10) Lou Hongtian (11) Wang Donghao.

Fig.6 is the changes in pressure coefficients following

along with R numbers obtained from calculations with thee
results on models for three static state experiments

discussed above. It clearly shows that, when R numberse

are relatively low, viscous pressure centers exist before

inviscid pressure centers. Moreover, the amount of

forward displacement is quite large. The largest amount of

ly
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Fig.6 Changes in Pressure Center Coefficients Following
Along With R Numbers (1) Artificially Fixed Transition
(2) Symbol e(3) Source (4) Time (5) Wind Tunnel (6)
Lou Hongtian (7) Zhuang Qingyun (8) Dong Guangbiao (9)
Zhuang Qingyun
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forward displacement reaches approximately 2% of the entire

length of the model. When Re numbers are relatively

large, viscous pressure centers move to areas slightly

behind inviscid pressure centers. When R numbers aree
relatively large, viscous pressure centers approach inviscid

pressure centers. Inviscid pressure centers are given in

%ccord3nce jith Si,!nw theoretical values [7 or Newtonian
theoretical values'°' aii are.

2( )2•.), • (1 + tg "0.) = 0. 6874(5

III. DYNAMIC EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH AND ITS RESULTS

Static experimental results already verify the

4'5



existence of transition induced normal forces. In

conjunction with this, they precisely determine general

rules or patterns influencing the aerodynamic

chacacteristics of long slender cones from the induced

nrornal rocces in question. The a-tificial transition

experiments in the static tests of Zhuang Qingyun and the

dynamic experiments of ReEerlic- [i] have also already

initially verified that aerodynamic asymmetries at the time

of natural transitions are the principal cause forming

transition induced normal forces. In order to even ,nore

powerfully prove that transition induced nocrmal forces coae

from asymmnetcical tranisitions, we daesigne.A - sc:t of

7CiLai,,.A7ely complete dynamic tests. We are capable of

aq-.i '•.u ::jt •'ilve transition induced normal forces *.::e

created by aerodynamic asymmetries which form at the time of

natural boundary layer transition, then, using artificial

.:,lirhii-ion :,m&thods to make boundary layers, at a fixed

location, show the appearance of symmetrical transition,

then, one will not have the appearance of the various types

of phenomena associated with changes in aerodynamic

characteristics following along wiihh Ro numbers. As -a

- .siilt, this will, then, also clearly denosL= ... Lhit, ,

tinsitions ace symmetrical, one will not have the

appearance of transtition induced normal •ces.

In these experiments, the models which were used were

still right circular cones with flat bases and 9

=c(illegible) 100. d = 7 cm. Centers of vibration

were set at the location of the given center of mass, th(e

position X., = 0.632. The experiments, in the same way,

were completed in the #2 wind tunnel discussed above. 1 =

5. The overall temperature of gas flow T0 = 373 K. The

overall pressure po=0.49-3.33MPa . The Reynolds

numbers were R,L=2.30x10'-13.4x10'. The dynamic

balances used were still the No. 401 single degree of

freedom, small amplitude, free pitch vibration dynamic

derivative balance. Its operating principles can be seen in

/4



Reference (1]. The range of amplitude changes is 8 = +

3*,+1- The frequency of reduction or contraction • =

0.013 0.018.

eate

Fig.7 Artificially Fixed Symmetrical Transition (1)
Turbulent Flow Displacement Surface (2) Artificially Fixed
Transition Area (3) Lamninaf_ Flow Displaceaemnt Surface (4)
Transition Ring

The model used was created with an aluminum alloy. The

surface smnoothness was V6, ,h.-n carrying out artificial

transition experiments, at a position 2, X = 0. 2 away from

the end point, a metal ring -,ade from two red copper wires

with a diameter of 0.5 mm adheres to act as a fixed

transition ring in order to force boundary layers at this

place to form symmetrical transitions such as those in

Fig.7.

The basic principles of dynamic experiments and data

processing procedures are completely the same as those in

Reference [1]. After obtaining frequency parameters and

' --

L44

Tubrbulent Flower Dipacemenutio Sufcef()Atficially, Fixsted
Transibetion Areai (3)e pa~intch force momicent Surfvaie (4)

adpthe dmodel usedrascratied with ante talumnu alloy. the

equanstions sexeutibents, atna obitainspitch 0.2c amayefro

theffenpont, deiatimetaling piahdearmpn tworedficpernirs

C4. . 'm e (6)

/7



C. , + C . -, - -.- (7)
:fd'q-

In these equations, M.,q.,a. , respectively, are

the free flow Mach number, dynamic pressure head, and the

speed of sound.

The experimental results are as seen in Fig.8. In the

Fig., each data point only represents one iteration of

experiments. If one is capable of making an appropriate

number of repeated experiments, the regular nature of data

may possibly be a good deal better.
From the Fig.'s, it is possible to know that the

results for conditions of natural transition are extremely

similar to the experimental results introduced in Reference

[1]. Following along with Re nu,•bers- they i+-ert the

appearance of changes which are clear and regular. The

absolute values of the two results have a small amount of

difference between them. This is primarily created by

differences in the dimensions of holes opened in the base 60

section. As far as the experiments in Reference [1] are

concerned, the ratio for holes opened in the base section

was d /d = 0.500. For these experiments, it was 0.914.

In these, d0 was the diameter of holes in the bases.

Research clearly shows that, with regard to dynamic

experiments, when the rear body surface is placed in a

transition flow state, the opening of holes in the base

section has a relatively obviou-a influence. Research
results were published in Refe:rance [Il1. Of course, due to

the different elasticities of components, a result was that

the reduction or decrement frequencies were different, and

:his~ vill also have an influence.

There are obvious differences between the results for

artificial transition and the results for natural

transition. Fig.8 clearly shows that, when symmetrical



transition is formned, the stability of long slender cones no
longer is related to Re numbers. One no longeyr sees the
appearance of changes in natural transtion phenomena

associated with patterns of regularity presented following
along with R numbers. This correlated experimentation

e
clearly proves that, under conditions of symnetrical
transition, transition induced normal forces no longer

exist.

0.
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Fig.8 A Comparison of Results for Natural and Artificial
Transtion (1) Natural. Trinsition (2) Artificial Fixed
Trans i tion

From Fig.8, it is possible to know that, in artificial
transition, stability following along with Re numbers
still has a good deal of variation associated with it. It
is possible to see that, when Re numbers are relatively
low, pitch dynamic stability characteristics are relatively
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great. In conjunction with this, they follow along with

increases in Re numbers and gradually decrease. Finally,

they tend closely toward inviscid experimental values. The

changes associated with the static pitch stability

characteristics are, by contrast, just the opposite. They,

from the relatively small values associated with low Re
numbers, follow along with increases in R numbers ande
gradually increase. In conjunction with this, they

gradually tend closely toward inviscid experimental values.

Different from times of natural transition, not only are the

amplitude values of changes small. Moreover, changes are

monotonic. They do not show the appearance of peak or

valley value phenomena. The reason for the appearance of

this type of phenomena is because artificial transition
occurs at conditions of relatively low Re numbers. As a
result of this, compared to the object surfaces associated

with natural transition, boundary layer displacement

thicknesses are relatively large, and this is the reason

viscosity effects are relatively strong. This type of
phenomena will also appear in states of simple laminar flow

or simple turbulent flow.

IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

In the previous discussion, we have already introduced

the concept of transition induced normal forces. Static
aerodynamic experimentation has already demonstrated the

existence of transition induced normal forces and their

characteristic of following Re numbers in presenting
valley shaped variations. How transition induced normal

forces follow Re numbers and present valley shaped
variations is capable of being understood as follows.
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Reference [1] has already clearly pcoven that, in the

interval of R numbers associated with our experiments,e

the flow states on the object surf-ices of long slender cones

are placed in a state of transition. Moreover, the area of

transition follows Re numbers and increases, gradually

moving close to the tip of the cone. A good number of

experiments have already verified that transition is not

completed instantaneously. On the surface of objects, there

exists a relatively long area of transition development.

The length of the area in question and the distatnce iron

that area to the tip of the cone form a ratio or proportion.

Fig.l is only one type of simplified method of representing

it. The actual situation, of course, must be much rnofr-

complicated. Fig.4 clearly shows that, when RL 3 .4 x

10 6, tL 1' CNa ;,tIrvo -I )ositioned at the bottom of the

valley, that is, the value at which normal forces associated

with viscous cones show their appearance at a minimum. To

say it another way, the induced normal forces show the

appearance of a maximum value. When Re numbers increase

or decrease, transition induced norinal forces gradually get

smaller. Comparing Fig.9 from Reference [1], it is possible

to know that, when R,,L3.4x10' , transition shows its

appearance in the vicinity of X=0.7. It I- StS i: Ksc

angle of attack state. At this time, asymmetrical

transition zones occupy the maximum surface area. As a

result of this, asymmetrical aerodynamic effects are the
most clear, forming the maximum transition induced normal

forces. Re numbers increase, and the transition location

moves forward. The transition zone shortens. The diamete-

of the area in question is also relativel" small. As a

result of this, asymmetrical aerodynamic effects are weak.

Transition induced normal forces lessen. When R numberse

are adequately large and object surfices are primarily

controled by turbulent boundary flows, viscosity effects are

very small. Moreover, basically, one does not have the



appearance of asymmetrical aerodynamic effects. As a result

of this, transition induced normal forces disappear. Normal

forc,• c, [clierc derivatives associated with viscous cones

come close to inviscid values. Conversely, when R is

lower than 3.4 x 10 , transition areas move even closer to

locations at the base of cones. At this time, although

transition zones should be even longer, because they are too

close to the base of the cones, however, they normally

cannot forcn complete transition processes. Transition

areas associated with the surfaces of cones, on the

contrary, shorten. Moreover, because they are too close to

the base of cones, the pressure discharge effects toward the

low p.esýsure areas at the base of the cones are strong. As

a result of this, asymmetrical effects are weak. Transition

induced normal forces lessen.

When using coarse bands to form symmetrical transition,

because one no longer has the existence of asymmetrical

aerodynamic effects, as a result of this, one will then also

no longer have the appearance of transition induced normal 61

forces any more. Because of this, from Fig.4, it is

possible to see that, when transition is artificial, the

values associated with normal force coefficient derivatives

and the values associated with times when R numbers aree
very large approach each other.

As far as verifying the existence of transition induced

normal forces and the rules or patterns for their changes

following along after Re numbers is concerned, it is then

possible to easily explain the patterns or rules for the

changes in pitch force moment coefficient derivatives and

pressure center coefficients following along with Re

numbers as presented in Fig.5 and Fig.6.

On the basis of equations (2) and (3), as well as

Fig.2, for the moment of pitch forces associated with the

center of mass, it is possible to express it as being:
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M= -(Xp-XI)N =M,.+M,' (8)

In this,

Mi. = -[ (X,,),.- X'V1N,. (9)

(90)

M,,= - (a) ,,- X.,]N/, ( 10 )

Or, using dimensionless quantities to express it, one has:

dC..=-MQ,-X ,C.= (C..),.+ ,o)'

(c..), d 12

(c..,,, -•[ (,•,,-x ,](,,.,,, (13)

In the various equations set out above, X(a),, , under

angle of attack states, is the average distance from the

transition location to the tip of the cone. When the angle

of attack tends toward zero, the values in question will

somewhat increase.

From the various equations set out above, it is

possible to know that, at times of rear body transition,

X(a),,>X,,, . Transition induced normal forces produce

pitching moments, that is, M,, > 0. This offsets the

partial stability effects associated with inviscid normal

forces, causing the static stabilities of cone bodies to

drop. Due to the fact that the pitching moment in question

-13



Afj is the product of the transition induced normal forces

and the distance between the point of effect of the forces

in question and the center of mass, because of this, even

though ReL < 3.4 x 106, the transition induced normal

forces have already gotten smaller. However, due to the

fact that the effects of the lengthening of the distance are

even more obvious, as a result of this, at relatively low

Re numbers, it is still possible to have the appearance of

even larger instability effects. This is nothing else than

the reason why, in Fig.5, stability valley values, as

compared to the valley values for the normal force

coefficient derivatives of Fig.4, show the appearance of

even lower R i~umbers. When R numbers a e relative-ye e
large and transition moves to the front cL the object

surface, X(a),,<X. 9 , • M t < 0. - is supplies thetr

moment of forces for lowering the nose, causing the

stability chariceri.s ,; ....c -;one bodi- to increase. In

conjunction with this, on the ipp,:,pciaLe fo.rwacd bodies,

transition locations reach Ljeak values. After this is the

case, they graA1- fly return to normal. In conjunction with

this, they te-.' -warc inviscid values.

On the ba s of equations (11), (12), and (13),

prcessure coefficients associated with transition cones are

capable of being expressed as:

X.P (Ch8), +[X(a),,/(X.,),,)(CN.),. ( 14)
M ,), - (C..)Is + (C1 ),'

Because the directions of transition induced normal forces

and the directions of inviscid normal forces are opposite to

each other, when R numbers are relatively low ande
transition locations are situated in the lower reaches of
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inviscid pressure centers, that is to say, X(a)tr >

(X cp)in , from equation (14), it is possible to know that

one has Xcp < (X,,),... From Fig.6, it is possible to

see that the locations of pressure centers associated with

tcansition cones very clearly move to the upper reaches of

inviscid pressure centers. Conversely, 7,rv•n R niib. ,r-Ze

are relatively high and transition moves to the upper

reaches of inviscid pressure centers, that is to say,

X(X),.<(X~p)j,, from equation (14), one has, Xcp >

(X'P),.o • In Fig.6, what is displayed is the location of

transition cone pressure centers, as compared to inviscid

pressure centers, having a slight amo,.nt oE backwArd

movement. When Re numbers are very high, X(a)tr and

(CNa)tr(illegible) are both very small. As a result of
this, from equation (14), one knows that X =

cp
(X cp)in. In Fig.6, by contrast, one has shown the
appearance of viscous cone pressure centers approaching

toward inviscid pressure centers. Froin this, it is possible

to know that the concept of transition induced normal forces

explained very well the patterns or rules for changes in

pressure coefficients of long slender cones following along

with R numbers.
e

The changes in pitch damping following along with R

numbers as displayed in Fig.8 are then given rise to by the

c-),Ip-,ling of additional moments of force formed by transition

induced normal forces and the pitch attitude movements of

long slender cones. A detailed explanatilon ol changes

Eollowing along with R nuýnbers is seen in Refe-;.nce [L].
e

To summarize what has been described above, speaking in

terms of long slender cones and due to the fact of Lhe

existence of transition induced normal forces, the general

rules or patterns for the various aerodynamic characteristic 62

parameters related to them following along with Re numbers

are capable of being shown in Fig.9.
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From Fig.'s 4, 5, and 6, it is possible to see that,

between three static state e, yci 'nents, not only does the

data for changes Collowing along with Re numbers tend to

be the same. Moreover, in terms of quantitative values,

they are also very close. Among these, the band width of

distribution for the numerical data points associated with

pressure center coefficients X,, are within + 0.4%.

Normal force coefficient derivatives CNa exist at average

values of within + 3.4%. Pitch force moment coefficient
derivatives C ma exist within average values of
approximately +10%. The consistency of the three
experimental results, of course, is, first of all, due to
the fact that this type of change tends to be a type of
objective reality. It is riot a type of coincidental
phenomenon. In turn, this also explains the fact that these
three types of exp"3-in;:s all have been done relatively

successfully.

I Io _ .

R .

Fig.9 General Rules or Patterns for Changes in Various

Aerodynamic Parameters Following Along with R (1)
Inviscid Value (2) Viscous Value e



In these experiments, the precision of the instruments

vhich were used was relatively high. Use was made of

p-ogramnjing with ',all lofor, aero1lmna lic force balances,

pressure sensor devices, temperature sensor devices, as well

as data collection systems, and, in all cases, they were

within +0.3%. However, it should be pointed out that, due

to the fact that the actual Mach numbers associated with the

the various wind tunnels were not completely th. s.i:n:., 'th•

instrument calibration systems and calibration methods were

different. This is parti.clarlvl the cI 4 with Is ucemnt3

of aerodynamic forces in the vicinity of zeco angles of

attack, and normal forces, as well as moments of pitch
forces, and angles of attack, which were, in all cases,

I 1-ll quant-ities. Relative errors were comparatively large.

As a result of this, the need to obtain accurate pressure

center coefficient derivatives, moments of pitch force

coefficent derivatives, and normal force coefficient

derivatives will, just basically, be a very difficult thing

to do.

Looking at the degree of dispersion of the data points

associated with pitch force moment coefficient derivatives,

it is relatively large, reaching -a)-oxi,,avtely 10%. This is

actually due to the fact that it is calculated relative to

the center of mass location X., = 0.652. The relative
distance AX between the point in question and the inviscid
pressure center X., = 0.6874 is only 3.5%. At times of

rear body transition, the relative distance between it and

the actual pressure center is only approximnately 1.4%, aid

is ,-ery small. As far as very small errors in the

;:easucements of pressure center locations ace concerned, in

all cases, they will lead to very large relative errors in

C a. From calculations, it is possible to know that the

+10% data dispersion associated with Cma, certainly does

not exceed the influences created by the +0.4% divergence

for locations of pressure centers.
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From Fig.5, it is possible to know that the results of

dynamic experiments and the results of static experiments

match up very well with each other. Besides this, a static

experimental data point from an early period [12] and

different original numerical data from a dynamic test[1 3 1

had two data points calculated for pitch force moment

coefficient derivatives, and they also fell very well within

the data band discussed above.

Of course, if conditions )errnit, it is possible to

select for use an appropriate aerodynamic force balance

carrying small amounts in association with small angles of

attack. In conjunction with this, with the same

experimental conditions and data processing methods (In the

three static peri~n~nts discussed above, data processing

methods were not entice.ly Lne. sam.e When solving for

aerodynamic derivatives at a zero angle of attack, what

Zhuang Qingyun[9] used were methods in which a = -20 and

a = + 20 values acted as linear solutions for slope. What

Dong Guangbiao used were methods in which values with

a = -4 , -2 , 0 , 2 , and 4 were drafted up, on

the basis of minimum or least squace methods,: to form linear

derivations.), and, in irite:->;a1s .. [th angles of attack

contracted to the vicinity of a = 0°, nurncous ineasureinents

were made of a number of data. After that, using multiple

equations to draft up experimental curves, one again solves

for zero angle of attack derivatives. It is certainly

possible to obtain even more reliable data. Ti c01jjeiction

with this, one takes another step toward contracting the
width of data distribution.

V. CONCLUSION

On the basis of expecimental research discussed above,

at least with regacd to hypersonic flow speeds in long

slender cones, it is possible to reach the following

conclusions.



(1) At times when the boundary layers associated with

the object surfaces of long slender cones are in natural

transition states, transition induced normnal forces exist.
The normal forces in question are created as a result of the

asymmetrical characteristics of boundary layer transitions

associated with leeward surfaces and surfaces facing into

the wind. Their directions are opposite to the directions

of inviscid normal forces. The points or' the effects are in

the transition zones.
63

(2) At times when transitions are positioned on object

surfaces slightly in front of base sections, one has the

appearance of maximum transition induced normal forces.

When Re numb~ers are higher or lower than the Re numbers

that correspond to the states discussed above, transition

locations move forward or move backward, leading to the

lessening of transition induced normal forces. Curves for

the changes in the angle of attack derivatives associaLzd

with transition induced normal force coefficients versus

Re numbers possess valley shaped characteristics.

(3) At times when R numbers are relatively low ande
transitions are positioned on object surfaces of rear

bodies, transition induced normal forces cause pitch dynamic

stability characteristics to obviously increase. Pitch

static stability characteristics obviously decrease. In

conjunction with this, under Re number conditions which

are slightly lower than those at which one has the
appearance of maximum transition induced normal forces, one

respectively, has the appearance of peak values and valley
values. Dropping Re numbers a step further, stability

characteristics will gradually return to normal. At times

when Re numbers are relatively high and transition is

located on the object surfaces of forward bodies, transition

induced nor mal forces cause pitch dynamic stability
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characteristics to decrease somewhat. Pitch static

stability characteristics increase slightly. In conjunction

with this, with specific Re numbers, one respectively has

the appearance of peak values and valley values. Taking

another step in increasing Ri rm-iihers, stability
characteristics will gradually cetu,7n to nominal. In

conjunction with this, they will finally tend closely toward

inviscid values.

(4) At times when transitions are located on object

surfaces in the lower reaches of inviscid pressure centers,

transition induced normal forces cause the locations of
pressure centers associated with conic bodies to clearly

move forward from inviscid pressure centers. After arciving

at the most forward positions, following along with another

step in the lowering of Re numbers, they will gradually

return to normal. At times when transition is located on

object surfaces in the upper reaches of inviscid pressure

centers, transition induced normal forces ciuse pressure

center positions to move slightly backward from inviscid

pressure centers. After arriving at the most rearward

positions, following along with another step in the

increasing of Re numbers, they will gradually return to

normal. In conjunction with this, they return in the end to

inviscid pressure center locations.

(5) At times when artificial transition methods are

used to destroy asymmetrical characteristics of transition,

transition induced normal forces no longer exist. Variotis

aerodynamnic paraneters also no longer follow R numberse
and present the appearance of obvious and regular

variations.
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